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Give me one meal that spells out Italian Food and it would have to be spaghetti. Growing up, if

it wasn't for spaghetti, I think there were have been many night when we would have gone to

bed hungry.The Spaghetti Book covers everything my mom ever taught me about making

pasta, especially long cuts like spaghetti and linguine, truly special meals.With 40 years

experience as a home chef and owner of an Italian Specialty Shop, I have learned a few things

about this classic dish and cover it all for you here. In,"The Spaghetti Book," we Plan to:* Give

you the science behind making a perfect dish of spaghetti every time.* Help you get dinner on

the table quickly and creatively, especially on those nights when the day just seemed to get

away from you.* Provide new and exciting ways to prepare spaghetti and other long pasta cuts

like fettuccine, linguine and angel hair pasta*Introduce you to new cuts that believe it or not,

have been gracing tables for over 100 years*Add a bit of nostalgia as I reflex upon watching my

mom prepare dinner as I did my homework at the kitchen table*Provide recipes that will serve

as the cornerstone of your culinary expertise and have family members singing your

praises.The Spaghetti Book, is for new and old home chefs alike or for anyone who desires to

learn the in and outs of this timeless meal. The Spaghetti Book, will help you put dinner on the

table and smiles on the faces of everyone in your family. So, sit back, pour yourself a nice glass

of Chianti and discover some new and classic ways of preparing this timeless Italian dish.
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Introduction Give me one meal that spells out Italian Food and it would have to be spaghetti.

Growing up if it wasn't for spaghetti, I think there would have been many nights when we would

have gone to bed hungry.Pasta dishes and specifically spaghetti are considered universal

foods. Everyone loves pasta and the long cuts always seem to be favorites. Kids love

spaghetti and will never make a face when it makes the evening menu. Make fussili, the long

curly cut, and plan on their friends inviting themselves over for dinner.My mom was a great

cook and Italian foods were her specialty. Her "go to" dish most often than not was big bowl of

spaghetti and meatballs. In, "The Spaghetti Book", we Plan to:Give you the science behind

making a perfect dish of spaghetti every time. Help you get dinner on the table quickly and

creatively, especially on those nights when the day just seemed to get away from you. Provide

new and exciting ways to prepare spaghetti and other long pasta cuts; like fettuccine, linguine

and angel hair pastaIntroduce you to new cuts that, believe it or not, have been gracing tables

for over 100 yearsReflex upon the times I watched my mom prepare dinner as I did my

homework at the kitchen tableProvide recipes that can serve as the cornerstone of your

culinary expertise and have family members singing your praises.The Spaghetti Book, is for

new and old home chefs alike or for anyone who desires to learn the in and outs of this

timeless meal.The Spaghetti Book, will help you put dinner on the table and smiles on the

faces of everyone in your family. So, sit back, pour yourself a nice glass of Chianti and

discover some new and traditional ways of preparing this classic Italian dish.   

The Pasta StoryPasta and Italian FoodThere are two main categories of pasta used by most

home chefs today; they are dried pasta and fresh pasta. Dried Pasta comes in hundreds of

shapes, sizes and varieties Many of the shapes found in the United States are quite common,



but many home chefs are getting adventurous with different styles. The unique shapes of

butterflies, wagon wheels and bow ties are not only for fun but play an important role in the

proper texture needed for a successful pasta dish.In Italy, pasta is taken very seriously and by

law all dried pasta is required to be made with pure durum semolina flour and water. This is a

standard that is adhered to by most pasta makers all over the world and one which you should

be aware of when purchasing dried pasta. In this book we focused on long cuts of pasta like

spaghetti, fettuccine and linguine. These were my mom's favorite cuts. When my grandmother

was alive they often made their own pasta. More often than not is was a long cut, that we all

called pasta Sabella, which was my grandmother's maiden name. She would take two

spaghetti like cuts and twist them together to dry. The cut held up real well to her sauce.Later

in her life when my mom was forced to go to work, handmade pasta was saved for special

occasions and soon became a memory. Ronzoni Spaghetti #8 became her favorite but it never

seemed to match up with fresh stuff.If you are serious about making your own pasta however,

you should invest in a pasta maker. Click for my review on what I feel is the best pasta maker

on the market. The following is an excerpt from a blog post that appeared recently at

www.GraciesRavioli.com, detailing the best way to make your own pasta."A machine even one

as good as the Marcato Atlas cannot guarantee great fresh pasta. In order for that to happen

you need to make sure the dough is right. I remember my mom and grandmother painfully

stressing over the right consistency of the dough. No pasta machine in their arsenal, and they

spent hours making sure the dough was the proper thickness before they cut it and laid it out to

dry.The one thing you must remember and most likely the key to a great pasta dough is not

making the dough too wet. Wet dough will stick to the rollers and you will have a mess. If I find

that the dough is sticky and hard to work with, then it's too wet and I will add additional flour.

Consistency is the key to making good pasta and with practice you will find that eventually the

task is an easy one.Here's a recipe you can try, but be sure to play around with it and get that

consistency down pat. Once you get it making pasta will become a weekly experience, I

promise.Another thing, be mindful of conditions like the hardness or softness of water and

altitude. These can have an effect on your dough's final look, feel and taste.Ingredients:2 cups

Semolina2 cups all purpose flour6 medium eggs1 Tablespoon olive oilpinch of

salt.Directions:You can knead the dough by mixing it in a bread machine or as I do, use a food

processor with a dough blade.Make sure your eggs are at room temperature, and combine with

the oil, salt and a little flour, to the processor. Mix until you have blended all the ingredients.

Continue adding flour until the dough forms a ball and begins to crumble.Take a sample of your

dough and check for the consistency. If it's too wet, add flour and continue mixing. If you feel

the dough is too dry, add a little room temperature water.Once you are happy with the

consistency, form a ball of dough and wrap it in plastic. Let the dough rest for 30 minutes. The

dough is now ready to be rolled and run through the Marcato, according to the directions for

the cut desired.Making fresh pasta at home is fun, healthy, and a great way to get the kids

involved or enjoy with your partner. Keep experimenting until you get it right and remove the

guesswork.Remember, fresh pasta does not have a very long shelf life so make enough to use

immediately or freeze extra in a resealable plastic bag. Fresh pasta also cooks up in about 4

minutes, sometimes less. So keep an eye on it." Popular Long Pasta Cuts The pasta cuts we

are describing in this chapter and are highlighted throughout this eBook can be broken down

into two categories, Long Pasta cuts and Ribbon Cut Pasta. Ribbon cuts look just like that (a

ribbon), and can be likened to the wrapping used to decorate your Holiday gift packages. Long

Pasta:Bucatini - A thick spaghetti-like pasta with a hole running through the center. The names

comes from the Italian: buco, meaning hole and bucato meaning pierced.Capellini - Often



referred to as Angel Hair, this is the thinnest of the long cut pasta. Translates to thin hair in

Italian.Fusilli - Long cut and curly shaped pasta that can be both solid or hollow. Sometimes

called fusilli bucati. The word comes from fuso which traditionally means spun.Pici - Very thick,

long, hand rolled pasta. Originates in Siena which is in the region of Tuscany. In the

Montalcino area, noted for the red wine Brunello, it is referred to as pinci.Spaghetti - A long,

thin, cylindrical pasta. Sopaghetti is made from semolina or flour and water. Spaghetti comes

the plural form of the spagetto, which means thin string.Vermicelli - A traditional pasta round

that is thicker than spaghetti. In the U.S refers to a style thinner than spaghetti. Translation,

worms.Ribbon Cut Pasta:Fettuccine - Ribbon of pasta approximately 6.5 millimeters wide.

Translates to little slices.Linguine - Is considered a flattened spaghetti. Translates to little

tongues.Mafaldine - Long ribbons with ruffled sides. Named in honor of the Princess Mafalda

of Savoy.Pappardelle - Thick flat ribbon pasta.Scialatelli - Homemade long spaghetti with a

twisted long spiral. This one closely resembles my grandmothers fresh pasta.Spaghetti alla

chitarra - Square rather than round and made of egg in addition to flour. Named after the

guitar-like device used to cut fresh pasta. 
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Jesse Hackell, “Simple classics for every day.. Great stories and great food!”

David Goldwasser, “Pasta Perfected!. Great recipes and great cooking ideas!”

The book by Mike Angarola has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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